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Main Objective:

Can we simulate the “out of the loop” phenomenon?
Does performance change as a result?
Is there any difference in pattern of eye movements?

•
•
•

Using machine learning to develop natural, human-like
vehicle control
Collecting driver behaviour in “the same” real and
simulated world.
Investigating performance for three levels of risk, and
for quite challenging environments, such as U.K. narrow
lanes and roundabouts.

Main Objectives:
•
•
•

Study road users’ interactions at un-signalised junctions,
using observation protocols, questionnaires and videos
Establish what types of communications are used
between pedestrians and drivers
Investigate if this information can be used to design
external interfaces (e-HMI) for automated vehicles

The agreed use cases (above) and an overview of the Leeds
site (right). X and Y denote position of observers

:
Human factors questions:
•
•
•

Do drivers prefer their “own”
driving style, compared to that
of the automated vehicle?
How is trust and acceptance
affected?
What can auto-confrontation tell us about design of
new systems?

Drivers’ action vs take-over response (right) and eye movements (left)

Questionnaires (67 UK)
• Demographic data
• Vehicle and driver information used to investigate
crossing intention
• Road User Behaviour Questionnaire (Elliott & Baughan,
2004)
• Effect of other people, priority, safety and familiarity on
behaviour.
Observation Protocol (243 UK)
• Behaviour of pedestrians during approaching and
crossing phase, including movement of head, hands and
feet.
• Behaviour of approaching vehicles, e.g. signals provided,
vehicle movement, and drivers’ eye, head and hand
movement
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